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UNIVERSAL DIAGNOSTIC OUT OF BUSINESS

Universal Diagnostic Labs (Brooklyn, NY) abruptly shut down on the
morning of April 10 catching its employees, patients, and physician clients

completely off guard. Now the bankrupt lab’s venture capital owners are scram-
bling to find a buyer, while its 300 employees head toward the unemployment
office, and its former clients frantically try to obtain critical lab test results for
their patients. “What happened at Universal represents everything that’s wrong
with the lab industry today,” an informed source tells LE.   Cont’d on Page 4

CBLPATH ON GROWTH SPURT

It’s been about two-and-a-half years since healthcare-exec Bill Curtis and a
group of sales managers from Dianon (now part of LabCorp) joined a small

anatomic pathology lab in the suburbs of New York City. The lab (now named
CBLPath) was originally founded in 1988 by Quintus Chess, M.D., and over the
course of 15 years, he grew it to 300 physician clients in the New York City area
and annual revenue of $4.5 million relying primarily on word-of-mouth. The
addition of professional management and an experienced sales team have taken
CBLPath to another level. The company now has 175 employees, including 19 sales
reps and 19 pathologists, and annual revenue of $35 million.          Cont’d on Page 9

AMERIPATH’S BIG PLANS FOR SPECIALTY…

A fter long illustrious careers at Mayo Medical Laboratories, Keith Laughman,
54, and Robert Kisabeth, M.D., 60, have moved to the west coast and joined

AmeriPath’s recently acquired Specialty Laboratories. Laughman says Specialty plans
to re-establish itself as a leading innovator in new test development. “There’s a rapid
growth in the expectations from clinicians for pathologists to assist in selecting
patient treatment and monitor therapy. AmeriPath has a unique opportunity to
merge new technology with local pathologists,” adds Kisabeth.      Cont’d on Page 2

SLOW PROGRESS ON UNITED LAB CONTRACT

United HealthCare had hoped to announce the final winners to its
bidding process for lab services at the end of February, but that deadline has

come and gone, and no new deadline has been set. United is seeking to achieve a
15% to 20% savings over its current annual lab services budget of $2 billion. LE
believes that United has come to realize it needs to offer more choices than just
Quest Diagnostics or LabCorp. The question now is: “Will the negotiating
process digress into a pricing war, or will the desired savings come from the
development of more creative lab network solutions?”
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AMERIPATH’S BIG PLANS (cont’d from p. 1)

Laughman joined AmeriPath in April 2005 as president for esoteric services,
where he is overseeing Specialty Labs (acquired by AmeriPath on January 31).
Laughman is also in charge of AmeriPath’s existing esoteric testing centers in
Orlando, Florida, and Shelton, Connecticut. Kisabeth joined AmeriPath in
mid-March as national esoteric medical director.

In addition, in February, Vicki Petersen, formerly vice president of marketing
at Mayo Medical Labs, became senior vice president of sales at AmeriPath’s
anatomic pathology division. Petersen will oversee the marketing of

AmeriPath/Specialty’s expanded menu of testing services to local pathologists.

Laughman says that the Specialty Labs’ brand name will be maintained and extended to
AmeriPath’s other esoteric labs. AmeriPath/Specialty will not make a distinction in the services or
service levels provided to its 390 employed pathologists and non-AmeriPath pathologists, he notes.

Specialty and AmeriPath are sharing testing technologies so each can expand its on-site menus:
Specialty is adding new cancer diagnostics and AmeriPath is broadening its clinical menu.

In addition, Laughman notes that Specialty’s founder Jim Peter, M.D., Ph.D., age 72, has “re-
involved” himself with the company. As chief scientific officer at Specialty, Peter will be focused
on new test development.

Laughman also notes AmeriPath’s partnership with the Molecular Profiling Institute (MPI-Phoe-
nix, AZ), a specialty reference laboratory that is developing molecular diagnostics for cancer.
AmeriPath has an ownership stake in MPI and Specialty will act the sales and marketing arm for
MPI’s new tests.

In total, AmeriPath now generates nearly $200 million in annual esoteric testing revenue,
including $152 million from Specialty and roughly $35 million from existing operations.
Over the course of the next three to five years, Laughman sees this business growing at a 15%
to 20% annual rate.

MAYO TO OPEN REFERENCE LAB IN JACKSONVILLE

Mayo Medical Laboratories (MML-Rochester, MN) says it will invest $22 million to expand
the existing laboratory at its medical clinic in Jacksonville, Florida. The expansion will

allow the Jacksonville lab to serve MML reference clients in the southeast. Construction is set to
begin in June and the first phase is scheduled to be completed sometime in 2007. Ultimately, the
lab will be expanded to 25,000 square feet and will employ nine pathologists and more than 200
lab employees.

The expansion is necessary due to significant growth at MML’s main laboratory in Minnesota,
according to Mayo spokesman Lee Aase. The expanded facility is expected to raise MML’s growth
rate in the southeast, he adds.

Separately, Aase says that Paul Jurewicz has been promoted to chief administrative officer, filling
the position left open when Keith Laughman went to AmeriPath. Jurewicz was formerly chief
financial officer at MML.

Robert Kisabeth, M.D.
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COMMERCIAL LABS: BAD DEBT=10.2%; DSO=82

The average days sales outstanding (DSO) at five commercial labs was 82 days in 2005, an
improvement compared with 87 days in 2004. Bad-debt expense fell to an average of 10.2%

from 14.9%. In other words, these five lab companies collected payment on lab services an aver-
age of 82 days after sending out their bills in 2005; 10.2% of their net billings (after contractual
allowances) were written off as uncollectible.

Revenue mix at the five commercial labs in
2005 averaged 42% managed care (fee for
service); 24% Medicare and Medicaid;
22% client bill; 7% self-pay patient; and
5% managed care (capitated).

Bad-debt expense at Quest Diagnostics has
declined for five straight years. In 2005,
bad-debt write offs were reduced to 4.2% of
revenue from 4.4% in 2004. The company
has focused its efforts on reducing the
percentage of requisitions with missing
billing information. Quest has reduced its
percentage of requisitions with missing

billing information to less than 5% at the end of 2005 from 16% in 1995. In 2005, Quest’s DSO
averaged 49 days and less than 5% of the company’s accounts receivables were past due 150 days.

LabCorp reported bad-debt expense of 5.4% in 2005 versus 6.3% in 2004; DSO increased slightly to
54 days. At year-end 2005, 12.1% of LabCorp’s accounts receivables balance was past due 150 days.

AmeriPath had bad-debt expense of 13.1%, including bad debt of 8.3% for its outpatient busi-
ness and 24% for inpatient services. The company’s inpatient bad debt is high primarily because
of continued difficulty in collecting professional fees that pathologists earn for serving as the
medical directors of hospitals’ clinical laboratories.

Bio-Reference Labs had bad debt of 13.3% and DSO of 111 days. Enzo Clinical Labs had bad
debt of 15% and DSO of 143 days.

Billing & Collection at Five Commercial Labs, 2005 vs. 2004

Days Sales Bad-Debt
Outstanding Expense

Company 2005 2004 2005 2004
AmeriPath .......................................... 55 ................... 55 ........................ 13.1%.............. 15.1%
Bio-Reference ................................. 111 ................. 110 ........................ 13.3 ................ 12.9
Enzo Clinical Labs* .......................... 143 ................. 173 ........................ 15.0 ................ 35.7
LabCorp ............................................. 54 ................... 52 .......................... 5.4 .................. 6.3
Quest Diagnostics ............................. 49 ................... 46 .......................... 4.2 .................. 4.4
Unweighted averages ..................... 82 ................... 87 ........................ 10.2 ................ 14.9
*calculated for Enzo’s clinical lab business only       Source: Laboratory Economics

Revenue Mix at 5 Commercial Labs

Source:
Laboratory Economics
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UNIVERSAL DIAGNOSTIC LABS (cont’d from p. 1)

It took one year for Kline Hawkes & Co. (Los Angeles) to realize that Universal Diagnostic Labs
(UDL) was a frog that would never turn into a prince. The venture capital firm purchased UDL in
December 2004 through a newly formed holding company called National Laboratory Partners.
The plan was to acquire a few other New York labs and roll them up into a regional powerhouse.

Kline Hawkes’ board member Stephen Weinroth was made chairman and two ex-AML execu-
tives—Craig Dawson and Len Poikey, Ph.D.—were put in charge. The executives tried to trans-
form UDL from a low-margin lab that derived most of its revenue from Medicaid, home care
contracts, and Article 28 medical clinics into a higher-margin business with more physician office
clinics. They added technical staff and expanded UDL’s test menu, upgraded the company’s
reporting systems, and hired more sales reps. But as UDL’s cost structure was inflated, the antici-
pated new revenue never materialized, informed sources tell LE.

UDL had been able to eke out a small profit under its former owner Marvin Numeroff, who ran a
tight ship with no middle management.

Our sources say that, with the writing on the wall, Kline Hawkes fired Dawson and Poikey earlier
this year and began looking for a new buyer for UDL. When that search proved fruitless, the
venture firm simply walked away and dumped the troubled lab in the lap of its primary lender,
CIT Bank, which immediately shut it down and is now conducting a fire sale of UDL’s assets (A/
R, building, equipment).

The rumor is that Kline Hawkes has lost about $12 million and an infuriated CIT Bank is out $6-
7 million. “Incredibly negligent due diligence and a mind-boggling bad business plan were the
downfall of UDL … There’s too much venture money chasing too few good lab opportunities in
the market today,” observes one New York City lab executive.

“Universal ran out of money and Kline Hawkes is no longer involved with the situation,” was all
Vincenzo Paparo, an attorney representing Kline Hawkes, would tell LE.

ATHENA DIAGNOSTICS SOLD FOR $283 MILLION

F isher Scientific (Hampton, NH) has agreed to acquire Athena Diagnostics (Worcester, MA)
from the venture capital firm Behrman Capital (New York City). The purchase price of $283

million values Athena at more than five times its annual revenue. The all-cash deal is expected to
close by June 30.

Behrman originally purchased Athena from Irish drugmaker Elan Corp. in December 2002 for
$122 million. The sale to Fisher gives Behrman a three-year annualized return on its investment
of approximately 33%.

Athena markets approximately 80 esoteric tests in the field of neurology, including genetic tests for
Huntington’s disease and certain forms of mental retardation as well as proprietary tests to help
diagnose Alzheimer’s. In 2005, Athena posted revenue of $55 million, up 20% from $46 million
in 2004; the company has approximately 200 employees.

Simultaneous with its acquisition of Athena, Fisher has entered into an agreement to purchase 9%
of Nanogen (San Diego, CA) for $15 million in cash. Nanogen sells molecular diagnostic
microarrays and reagents. Fisher and Nanogen plan to collaborate to expand the use of Athena’s
proprietary markers and tests.
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SIX STARTUP LABS: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

Over the past three years, a flurry of new labs has been formed by ex-hospital and com-
mercial lab executives. In this special report, LE profiles six entrepreneurs that left good-

paying secure jobs to start independent labs. Several are thriving and some are just hanging on,
but each founder says they love what they’re doing and have no regrets. Our exclusive inter-
views with the CEOs (chief everything officers) at these companies follow:

Hunter Laboratories (Campbell,
CA) was officially formed in the
summer of 2003 by lab industry
veteran Chris Riedel, former
founder of Meris Laboratories in
the late 1980s. Rather than wait
the six to 12 months it takes in
California to gain a CLIA license,
Riedel got one by acquiring a small
lab company in San Francisco
named Chinatown Medical Labo-
ratories. He then moved its opera-
tions to a new 12,000-square-foot
laboratory/office in Campbell (just
outside of San Jose).

Riedel says the first year was rough
for Hunter because of “over prom-
ising and under delivering” by two
different LIS vendors. However, a
third vendor (Seacoast) got things
right and by May 2004, Hunter
had a functional LIS system in
place.

Since then it’s been full steam ahead. Riedel says Hunter posted revenue of $8.2 million in the
fiscal year ended March 31, 2005, up 67% from $4.9 million in fiscal 2004. “We’re growing
5% per month and we’re not slowing down,” says Riedel. Hunter now has 100 employees, 23
PSCs in northern California, and a revenue run rate of $10 million.

He believes that many physicians are unhappy with the service levels being provided by the two
big commercial labs. Meanwhile, he thinks Stanford Hospital System, which has won four or
five capitated lab contracts in the past two years, may be growing too quickly. Riedel notes,
“There’s a basic conflict at many hospitals that try to do outreach. Whose specimens get tested
first, inpatient or outreach?” Inpatient specimens are usually the first in line and the result is
longer turnaround times for outreach tests, he says.

Nonetheless, Riedel says getting a physician office to change labs takes a lot of effort. “You’ve
got to convince them that things are going to get better. . . . It can take a few weeks or a few
months to win a client. Sometimes you just catch them on the right day,” he observes.

Number of CLIA-Certified Independent Labs

Data from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services shows that the number of CLIA-certified
independent lab facilities grew from 4,876 in 2000
to 5,299 in 2005—an annual rate of nearly 100
new lab sites per year.

Source: CLIA Provider Files
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In July 2004, using an Atlas system, Hunter
introduced Web-based results reporting and
order entry. Now, it has 100 physician office
clients connected for results reporting,
though only two use it for order entry so far.

Riedel notes that Hunter has begun offering
laboratory outreach support services (infor-
mation technology, marketing, billing and
collection, etc.) to rural hospitals in northern
California.

The biggest challenge for Hunter is finding
and hiring medical technologists and phleboto-
mists, according to Riedel. He says the salary
and benefits packages being offered by area
hospital labs are hard to match. “It’s a far bigger
problem than it was 15 years ago,” he adds.

Southern Diagnostics
(Birmingham, AL) was
founded in mid-2003 by
Steven Boyd, formerly vice
president of business
development at Dynacare
for the southeastern
United States. Gaining

physician office clients was tough in the first
year, but has picked up now that “we’re not
considered the new kid on the block” any-
more, says Boyd.

Southern Diagnostics, which provides service
throughout Alabama, has 71 employees and
is currently processing about 1,400 acces-
sions per day, according to Boyd. In 2005,
Southern posted revenue of $7.2 million, up
71% from $4.2 million in 2004.

He says the toughest challenge is finding and
hiring medical technologists to support
Southern’s rapid growth. “Hospitals are
gobbling up techs with sign-on bonuses. It’s
difficult to attract them away from hospi-
tals,” he notes.

Longer term, Boyd says he’s concerned by the
expensive and proprietary tests that the

national reference labs keeping bringing to the
market. “They are locking up the technology
test by test. It’s not a huge issue today, but it’s a
concern for down the road,” he notes.

Boyd says that despite the exclusive managed
care contracts held by Quest and LabCorp,
physicians are often willing to split samples and
send work to Southern. “We’re willing to go
non-preferred and absorb some losses,” he says.

Southern currently has a menu of approxi-
mately 250 tests and is constantly adding
more. Recent testing technologies added
include electrophoresis (total protein and
albumin) and Boyd is looking to add a mo-
lecular diagnostics platform.

Southern Diagnostics currently has seven
PSCs and provides service throughout Ala-
bama. Boyd says the company will add three
more PSCs by year’s end. He thinks the
company will reach between $12 million and
$13 million of revenue this year.

BestCare Laboratory
(Webster, TX) was formed
in 2002 by Karim
Maghareh, 47, who had
formerly managed a satellite
lab for Dynacare in Hous-
ton. Strong growth led
BestCare to move into a

new 12,000-square-foot facility in February.
The former space was 3,000 square feet.

In 2005, BestCare posted revenue of $4
million, up 67% from $2.4 million in 2004.
The company started with one employee
(Maghareh) and now has 38 that help serve
nursing home, physician office, and hospital
clients in Houston, San Antonio, Austin,
Dallas, and Corpus Christi. Maghareh says
BestCare is on track to reach $6 million to $7
million of revenue in 2006.

Maghareh attributes BestCare’s success to the
dependability of its employees and their

Steven Boyd

Karim Maghareh
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willingness to do what it takes to meet cus-
tomer expectations.

Recent initiatives at BestCare include the
hiring of its first two sales reps; previously the
company had relied only on Maghareh’s sales
efforts and word of mouth.

BestCare also recently added microbiology
testing to its menu with the installation of a
Vitek 2XL from BioMerieux. BestCare’s menu
now totals more than 200 tests and Maghareh
says it’s doing 95% of its tests inhouse.

BestCare is currently processing 500 to 600
patient samples per day, with most coming from
nursing home clients and four new small
hospital clients. Exclusive managed care con-
tracts are limiting BestCare’s efforts to gain more
physician office clients, according to Maghareh.

Clinical Diagnostics
Laboratory (CDL-Atlanta,
GA) has had difficulty
winning physician office
clients, so it has sought out
other markets, according to
Sheela Puthumana, a
medical technologist who

founded the company in September 2003.
She says self-paying patient walk-ins have
turned out to be a good market. CDL’s most
popular direct-to-patient tests have been rapid
tests for HIV 1/2 (priced at $85) and a drugs-
of-abuse panel (priced at $55).

Another steady source of business for CDL
has been acting as a specimen collection site
for commercial reference labs, including
Specialty Laboratories, Genova Diagnostics,
and Metametrix.

CDL has four employees, including a medical
lab technician, a phlebotomist, a secretary,
and Puthumana, who has 33 years experience
as an MT. The lab has a menu of 45 tests and
currently processes an average of about 25 to
35 specimens per day.

Puthumana says that she does all the market-
ing for CDL and that the company’s greatest
source of new business has been a simple ad
in the Yellow Pages.

“The vendors want their money now, but
Medicare takes months to pay. Between ICD
code changes, inspections, managing em-
ployees, and the long hours, starting a
laboratory is definitely not for sissies. . . . I’ve
invested so much of my personal finances
into this. I’ll keep plugging along,” says
Puthumana.

Cognoscenti Health
Institute (Orlando, FL) was
formed in 2002 by its
president Philip Chen,
M.D., Ph.D. Over the past
four years, the company has
grown from seven employees
to 72. Last year, Cognoscenti

saw its revenue increase by 30% to approxi-
mately $6 million, according to Chen.

He forecasts even higher growth this year due
to a new joint venture with the University of
Florida Medical Center (Gainesville). Under
the partnership, which became effective
March 1, Cognoscenti is providing informa-
tion technology, billing and collection
services, and sales and marketing support to
UFMC’s outreach program. Costs and
profits from the venture are being shared,
says Chen. Together, Cognoscenti and
UFMC operate 16 PSCs in the Orlando area
with plans to open three more soon.

In a second major development, Cognoscenti
has begun a pilot program to provide United
HealthCare members in north/central
Florida with lab services using electronic
order entry combined with real-time decision
support tools. Cognoscenti developed the
software program by customizing off-the-
shelf products made by Quality Software
Systems (Spring Valley, NY) and LabDat Inc.

Sheela Puthumana

Philip Chen, MD
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(Burbank, CA). The program is designed to:
1) help physicians eliminate redundant tests;
2) check that screening guidelines for A1C
tests, Pap tests, cholesterol, etc. are being
followed; and 3) provide physicians with
quarterly lab test utilization comparisons
versus their peers.

Sterling Reference
Laboratories (Tacoma,
WA) was formed in late
2002 by four individuals
with lab experience,
including its president,
Evans Calas. In early
2003, the group acquired
the assets of a financially

troubled drug-screening lab named Compre-
hensive Toxicology Services.

Initially, Calas and his partners had sought to
expand Sterling into the clinical diagnostics
business. However, the high costs of collect-
ing and testing specimens, exclusion from
certain managed care contracts, and billing
and collection difficulties, etc. led Sterling to
exit the clinical market early last year.

Calas says Sterling has now refocused its
energies on its core drugs-of-abuse testing
business. He says that despite continued
pricing pressure (e.g., average reimbursement

Revenue
Market Area Employees 2005

BestCare Laboratory .................... southeast Texas ............................. 38 ................... $4M

Cognosenti Health Institute ......... Florida ............................................. 72 ................... $6M

Clinical Diagnostics Labs ............. Atlanta ............................................. 4 ................. $250K

Hunter Laboratories ...................... northern California ...................... 100 ................ $8.2M

Southern Diagnostics .................... Alabama ........................................ 71 ................ $7.2M

Sterling Reference Labs ............... national (drug screening) ............ 55 ................ $6.4M

Source: Laboratory Economics

Six Startup Labs at a Glance

per five-drug test panel is only about $10), Ster-
ling is profitable and grew its revenue by 6% to
$6.4 million in 2005. He’s expecting revenue of
between $7 million and $8 million this year.

Sterling gets the majority of its revenue from
contracts with drug rehab centers and correctional
facilities; about 20% comes from private employer
drug screening programs.

Calas says one of the company’s biggest growth
markets is EtG testing (ethylglucuronide—a
marker that can detect alcohol usage from a urine
specimen for four to five days after consumption).
He says Sterling added EtG to its menu less than
one year ago and is now performing 1,000 tests
per month at an average reimbursement of $30
per test.

Among Sterling’s biggest challenges is employee
recruitment in the tight Puget Sound, Washington
labor market. With the closing of the Quest/
LabOne Salt Lake City toxicology lab, Calas is
hoping to recruit some toxicology talent from the
Utah area.

In addition, to keep laboratory efficiency high,
Sterling ties up to 30% of its employee compensa-
tion to accuracy and productivity benchmarks in
some departments. For example, employees in
certain departments are paid a bonus for hitting
production targets as long as the work is error
free, according to Calas.

Evans Calas
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CBLPATH ON GROWTH SPURT (cont’d from p. 1)

Chief executive Bill Curtis attributes CBLPath’s growth to several factors. For one, he says the
outpatient anatomic pathology market is growing at better than 10% per year. He believes
CBLPath is gaining share from the large commercial labs based on the quality of its diagnostic
pathology and level of service. He notes that anytime a patient sample is identified as positive for

cancer, that case is reviewed by a group of patholo-
gists using a multi-head microscope. All patholo-
gists must concur on the diagnosis and the referring
physician is notified by phone by a pathologist,
according to Curtis.

He says that CBLPath is an effective competitor
against small pathology practices due to their limited
managed care contracts and lack of sub-specialty
expertise. Every pathologist employed by CBLPath
is trained in at least one sub-specialty, he notes. He
also sites the company’s clear and concise diagnostic
reports, which are customized for each specialty area.
Every report provides a photomicrograph and,
where appropriate, a body map that details the
location of each biopsy and related diagnosis for the
referring physician, notes Curtis.

CBLPath currently derives the majority of its
business from gastrointestinal pathology, followed by dermatopathology, general histology, breast
and prostate cancer. And Curtis says the company is in the process of expanding into
hematopathology and molecular diagnostics.

CBLPath will soon be moving into a new 42,000-square-foot laboratory in Ryebrook, New York
(just north of New York City) to accommodate its growth. Its current lab space is 13,000 sq. ft.
He says the company contin-
ues to add sales reps and has
expanded its service area to the
entire eastern United States.
Recent new markets include
New England and Florida.
Curtis is anticipating revenue
growth of 40% to 50% in the
current fiscal year, which
would bring CBLPath to
approximately $50 million.

What does Curtis see in the
future for anatomic pathology?
Continued growth in the
outpatient market and more
sub-specialization, he answers.

Revenue Growth at CBLPath*

*for fiscal years ending March 31
Source: CBLPath

CBLPath at a Glance
Chairman & CEO: ................................................... Bill Curtis
VP, Sales & Marketing: ..................................... David Bryant
Chief development officer: ................................ Chris Metz
Total employees: .............................................................. 175
   Sales reps: ........................................................................ 19
   Pathologists: .................................................................... 19
FY 2006 revenue: ........................................................... $35M
Monthly accessions: ................................................. 10,000+
Laboratory: ...................................................... Ryebrook, NY
Admin. offices: .......................................................Ocala, FL
Ownership: ................ 67% management and employees;
................ 33% outside investors (primarily Galen Partners)
Phone: ............................................................... 352-732-9990
Source: CBLPath
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ULTRACLINICS AIMS TO SPREAD TELEPATHOLOGY

U ltraClinics Inc. (Tucson, AZ) has begun marketing a telepathology service that will allow
diagnostic imaging centers and outpatient surgery centers to offer their patients same-day

anatomic pathology reports from on-site tissue biopsies, Ronald Weinstein, M.D., 67, chairman
of UltraClinics, tells LE. UltraClinics is a for-profit spin-off company of the University of Arizona
and its renowned telemedicine program.

Weinstein says the system is currently in use at two locations in Arizona. The
University Physicians Tucson Breast Center is offering same-day pathology
reports for breast cancer biopsies. And the University Physicians Hospital at
Kino (Tucson) is offering the service for both breast and prostate cancer
biopsies. Both sites have connected with University Physicians Healthcare for
professional services. Weinstein says UltraClinics will add a dermatopathology
service soon as well.

The service requires each outpatient site to invest roughly $200,000 to set up
a rapid histology lab, microtome, digital slide scanner, and electronic medical

record (EMR). The outpatient site prepares a patient biopsy slide, and then electronically trans-
mits a high-resolution image of the entire slide to an off-site pathologist for professional interpre-
tation. The pathologist transmits the lab report into the patient’s EMR. The whole process is
usually completed within five hours versus more than two weeks for traditional anatomic pathol-
ogy reports, according to Weinstein.

He says the service allows referring physicians to consult with their patients about the pathology
results on the same day as the biopsy procedure. It also makes it easier to obtain a second opinion
on the pathology report, he adds.

Weinstein, who is also head of pathology at the University of Arizona and co-founder of the digital-
slide-scanning company DMetrix (Tucson), is hoping to install the UltraClinics’ system at more than
500 outpatient sites in the United States over the next five years. He views UltraClinics as a “turnkey
solution” that can connect any pathologist with any hospital or outpatient clinic in the world.

In fact, Weinstein says that foreign-born pathologists on the faculty at the University of Arizona
are already making plans to link with their American-boarded pathologist colleagues in India and
Shanghai, China. “Telemedicine will enable international group practices to form,” he says. “You’ll
have a conference where three world experts can look at the slide at the same time.” He says
UltraClinics will leverage time zone differences so that women who have breast biopsies late in the
afternoon will be able to receive their lab reports the same day. He expects this service to be
available in the near future.

But what about the controversy that outsourcing pathology work overseas is sure to bring? “I
believe every American should have access to sub-specialty pathology. It’s quality that we should
be focused on,” answers Weinstein.

Weinstein believes the movement towards cosumer-driven healthcare will minimize third-party
reimbursement issues. “As we move from insurance company referrals toward HSAs [health
savings accounts] that let patients determine where their specimens go, fast test results and second
opinions will bring people to UltraClinics,” he says.

Ronald Weinstein,
M.D.
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AUREON LABS LAUNCHES NEW PROSTATE CANCER TEST

Aureon Laboratories (Yonkers, NY) has begun marketing ProstatePx, a homebrew test that
provides physicians with information about a patient’s chance of cancer recurrence following

the removal of the prostate.

The test uses tissue analysis that integrates clinical, micro-anatomic, and molecular profiles of the
disease. The test should enable physicians to customize treatment plans for each individual patient
by providing a risk score that shows the probability of relapse anytime within the next five years,
according to Vijay Aggarwal, Ph.D., chief executive at Aureon.

Aggarwal says that the list price for ProstatePx is $1,968. All testing is performed at the company’s
CLIA-certified lab in Yonkers, New York. The test is being marketed by a direct sales force that
currently covers the northeast, he says.

There will be approximately 234,000 newly diagnosed cases of prostate cancer this year and
27,350 deaths, according to the American Cancer Society. About 85% of the new cases diagnosed
are clinically localized and treated with radical prostatectomy or radiation therapy, notes Aggarwal.

Aureon was founded in 2001 by a group of physicians and scientists at Memorial Sloan -
Kettering Cancer Center, Yale Cancer Center, and Albert Einstein College of Medicine as well as

investors from Sprout Group and
Atlas Venture. To date, Aureon has
raised $43 million; lead investors
include Sprout Group, Atlas Ven-
ture, and Pfizer. Aureon’s chairman is
Kevin Johnson, former chief execu-
tive at Dianon. Aggarwal was for-
merly president of Quest Diagnostic
Ventures.

Aggarwal says that Aureon is plan-
ning to have a second test on the
market by year’s end. He says the test
would be performed before radical
prostatectomy to help determine if
surgery is necessary.

Aureon Labs at a Glance

Chairman: ................................ Kevin Johnson

Chief executive: ...................... Vijay Aggarwal, Ph.D.

Employees: .............................. 35

Test name: ............................... ProstatePX

List price: .................................. $1,968

Venture capital raised: ........... $43M

Venture capital firms: ............. Atlas Venture,
.................................................. Sprout Group, Pfizer

Phone: ...................................... 914-377-4000

Source: Aureon Laboratories

HEALTHRONICS STARTS ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY LAB BUSINESS

HealthTronics (Austin, TX) has opened an anatomic pathology lab on the campus of the
Medical College of Georgia (Augusta). The lab, which already has a contract to provide AP

services to St. Joseph’s Hospital in Augusta, will primarily focus on urological pathology, but will
also offer breast, gastrointestinal, gynecological, and dermatopathology services, according to chief
operating officer Chris Schneider. He says HealthTronics invested $2 million to get the lab up and
running. HealthTronics chose to enter the lab business to leverage its large existing urology pres-
ence, he notes. The company currently provides lithotripsy and prostate therapies to approxi-
mately 2,500 urologists. “We want to be able to offer them another value added service,” says
Schneider. The lab will be marketed under the name ClariPath Laboratories, he adds.
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REDWOOD TOXICOLOGY SOLD FOR 3.3x REVENUE

The investment firm American Capital Strategies (Bethesda, MD) has paid $79.5 million for a
67% stake in Redwood Toxicology Laboratory (Santa Rosa, CA). Redwood’s management

team, including chief executive and founder Bob Mount, owns the remaining 33%. The deal,
which closed on February 27, put a value on Redwood of $119 million ($79.5M ÷
67%=$119M), an amount that is equal to 3.3 times Redwood’s revenue of $36 million in 2005.

Mount, age 62, tells LE that he sold because he is nearing retirement and the price was right. He
says that he will continue to manage Redwood for a few more years. With the backing of Ameri-
can Capital, Redwood Toxicology will become more aggressive in its sales and marketing efforts,
and is now looking for acquisitions, adds Mount.

Redwood has three divisions. Its drug screening lab tests more than 30,000 urine specimens per
day, primarily for prisons, jails, and drug rehab centers; annual revenue is $23 million. Redwood
Biotech sells point-of-care drug test kits and had revenue of $12 million last year. And Redwood’s
PerMaxim unit sells rapid tests for pregnancy, strep, fecal occult blood, etc. and has annual rev-
enue of $1 million. Altogether, Redwood has 173 employees.

Mount says overall revenue at Redwood grew by 24% in 2005. Its fast-growing unit was Redwood
Biotech, which increased by more than 30%. Sales were driven by the company’s patented
RediCup, which has a panel of drug tests integrated into the screw-on top of the specimen cup.
The rapid test is activated simply by turning the cup upside down, thus eliminating the chance for
test administrators to come in contact with the urine specimen. Average sales price is about $4.50
per cup.
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